Combat Aircraft Journal looks back at the final days of the US Air
Force’s F-105 Thunderchief, and one very special farewell event
Combat Aircraft
at Hill AFB.
REPORT AND PHOTOS Lindsay Peacock
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N A BITTERLY cold Utah day
in February 1984, just three
Republic F-105Fs were all that
remained of the US Air Force’s
once huge Thunderchief
fleet, one that at its peak
numbered in excess of 800 aircraft. Hill
AFB near Salt Lake City was the ‘Thud’s’
final operating location with the 419th
Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW) of the Air
Force Reserve (AFRes).
Entering service in August 1958, the
F-105’s operational career has been
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well documented in Combat Aircraft
Journal and enshrined in tomes such
as Thud Ridge and 100 Missions North.
Suffice to say that the Thunderchief
was often likened to the ugly duckling
that eventually became a swan. It
was certainly among the finest of
the celebrated ‘Century Series’ of US
fighters in terms of combat exploits
during the Vietnam War. That conflict
exacted a heavy toll on both man and
machine and was largely responsible
for a dramatic change in pilot attitudes

towards the Thunderchief. These
underwent a remarkable transformation,
the once derogatory appellation of
‘Thud’ eventually becoming a term of
great affection and pride.

Up close with the ‘Thud’
My first encounter with the
Thunderchief occurred during a school
trip to Germany’s Rhine Valley in the
early 1960s. Aircraft tearing overhead at
low level on missions from Bitburg and
Spangdahlem were a daily sight and
greatly enlivened an otherwise rather
tedious visit. My initial awe was later
reinforced at open house events at USAF
bases in the UK, which usually featured
examples of most of the ‘Century
Series’ — the F-100 Super Sabre, F-101
Voodoo, F-102 Delta Dagger and F-104

Flying alongside
the KC-135 tanker
during the final
official mission
is F-105F serial
63-8309 piloted
by Maj Barry
Wyttenbach.
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Starfighter were regulars and could all
be seen in Europe. Standing head and
shoulders above all of them, the F-105
was a most impressive aeroplane and
I never imagined that I would one day
find myself climbing the access ladder
to take a seat in the cockpit. It was a
handsome beast as well, especially in a
pre-camouflage era when USAF combat
aircraft still wore colourful unit insignia
and had yet to don drab battledress.
Two decades and several visits to the
US later, my passion for the Thunderchief
remained undimmed. Indeed, it had
been greatly reinforced as a consequence
of media flights in F-105F two-seaters
assigned to the Georgia ANG at Dobbins
AFB and the Air Force Reserve outfit
at Hill. Those sorties gave me a much
greater appreciation of just how special
the ‘Thud’ really was.
When I heard the 419th TFW was
planning a formal retirement event, I
knew I just had to be there. It was a ‘nobrainer’, to use the modern idiom.

Final Hill encounter
So it was that I found myself going for a
snowy weekend in Utah. Flying via San
Francisco to Salt Lake City, I collected a
hire car and headed north to Ogden and
a very chilly Hill AFB. On my previous
visit, in October 1983, the 419th had still
possessed a reasonable complement of
jets, predominantly consisting of singleseat F-105Ds plus a quartet of two-seat
F-105Fs. It was in one of the latter (serial
63-8287) that I experienced a truly
exhilarating flight over the training areas
to the west of Hill in company with a pair
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GLORY DAYS // F-105 THUNDERCHIEF

of F-105Ds. Now, in February 1984, all
the F-105Ds had departed, save for one
that was earmarked for static display.
All that remained were three F-105Fs
and it was these that would have the
honour of performing the last rites for
America’s ‘Thuds’.
The personnel of the 419th TFW
were evidently determined to see their
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precious ‘Thuds’ go out in style, with
a full program set for the retirement
day including a formal banquet in the
evening attended by distinguished
guests and many combat veterans. For
the final mission, they had arranged
for three notable former pilots to
occupy the rear cockpits of the
three aircraft. Lt Col James Webster

would lead the formation in ‘Thud 01’
(63-8287), with Col Tom Coady as his
passenger. Coady’s claim to fame was
the greatest number of combat hours
in the Thunderchief, having surpassed
the 1,000-hour mark. The other two
aircraft both carried Medal of Honor
recipients, namely Merlyn Dethlefsen in
‘Thud 02’ (63-8261) piloted by Maj Frank
Bernard, and Leo Thorsness in ‘Thud
03’ (63-8309) in the hands of Maj Barry
Wyttenbach. During the mission, one
last rendezvous would take place with
a KC-135 Stratotanker, each recipient
taking on about 2,000lb of fuel. I was
fortunate enough to be one of the
passengers allowed aboard that KC-135
for the final refuelling encounter.
While we were airborne, those on the
ground at Hill attended the dedication
of a permanent memorial to all USAF
personnel who lost their lives while
flying the F-105 between January
1961 and August 1981. This ceremony
involved F-105D serial 62-4347 —
which had accumulated no fewer than

Left: F-105D
serial 62-4347
was displayed at
Hill AFB — it had
accumulated
no fewer than
6,730.5 flight
hours, making
it the high-time
Thunderchief.
Below: The final
F-105s of the
466th Tactical
Fighter Squadron
on a snowy flight
line at Hill AFB in
February 1984.
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6,730.5 flight hours, making it the hightime Thunderchief by a considerable
margin. Accepted by the USAF on July
22, 1963 and making its final flight just
over two decades later on October 3,
1983, 62-4347 was one of just seven
particularly hard-worked F-105s that
had racked up in excess of 6,000 flight
hours. The airframe was still to be seen
at Hill for several years, but it appears
to have been removed and disposed of
around 2010.
Fortunately, we were back on
the ground in time to witness the
recovery of the final three-ship of

these magnificent ‘fighters’. This, not
surprisingly, involved several high-speed
passes by all three Thunderchiefs before
63-8287 became the last to land and
return to its parking slot on the flight
line. A few days later, on March 10,
1984, this same aircraft made the last
Thunderchief flight of all when it was
ferried to Chanute AFB, Illinois, where
it remained until the recent threat of
being scrapped. Luckily, despite some
deterioration, it was reprieved at the
11th hour and is now being looked after
by the Aviation Museum of Kentucky at
Lexington.

Above: The
last flight for
the retirement
ceremony was
completed by
three two-seat
F-105Fs.
Right: Lt Col
James Webster
at the controls of
63-8287 as he
drops back from
the boom after
receiving fuel.
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